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McCormick asks for
more female floors
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Boston Properties renovates courtyard outside T-stop

Students respond to dining changes
By Margaret Cunniff
Staff Reporter

In response to the new mandatory
dining policy in McCormick Hall, some
residents are calling for the establishment of a satellite all-female community in a non-dining dorm. Representatives from McCormick have met with
administrators to discuss possible solutions. Though many residents have
concerns about the new dining plan,
only a minority are hoping to move to
a new single-sex community.
According to McCormick Dining
Chair Sara Rose Comis ’13, residents
would prefer to have an option that allows rising juniors and seniors to opt
out of the dining plan without leaving

McCormick. However, Comis said that
the administration was not receptive
to such a plan.
“We have been saying repeatedly
that by moving McCormick residents
to other dorms, we will be disrupting
their culture,” said Comis.
McCormick residents “felt like they
were getting kicked out of their home,”
said Comis. Though similar frustrations have been voiced by members of
other dining dorms who are dissatisfied with the dining plan, the situation
in McCormick is complicated by the
residence’s status as the only singlesex dorm on campus.
At this point, there are some
Female housing, Page 11

Logan P. Williams—The Tech

Adjacent to the MIT Coop, the courtyard by the Kendall Marriott is being renovated this winter
by the owner of 3 Cambridge Center, Boston Properties. The existing plaza will be demolished, new
drainage and waterproofing will be added, and it will be re-paved and landscaped. The courtyard is
seen from above, looking towards Building E38 (MIT Press).

Losing money, losing structure
Eight cut varsity sports address changes and look forward
By Evan Moore
Staff Reporter

In April 2009, faced with over
$400,000 in budget cuts, MIT’s Department of Athletics, Physical Education, and Recreation (DAPER)
cut eight varsity teams — Women’s
and Men’s Gymnastics, Women’s
and Men’s Hockey, Golf, Alpine Skiing, Wrestling, and Pistol. The move
saved DAPER nearly half a million
dollars in expenditures annually,
but caused outcry across campus
and lost MIT its status as one of
only two schools in the nation with
41 varsity sports — the other being
Harvard.
Within the course of a day,
these teams went from established
varsity programs to groups with indeterminate futures. Although the
club sports moratorium was lifted
to allow the seven cut teams without club analogues (a club Women’s Hockey team existed at the

In Short

The No. 1 bus route might change,
including the elimination of the stop
just past Bexley. For more information, p. 11.
UROP direct funding applications
are due on Thursday, February 10.
The student center locker lottery
is happening February 7–11. Rental
fee for a semester is $20. Submit
your application online at http://studentlife.mit.edu/cac/student-center.
Ken Olsen ’50 died on Sunday. He
was the founder of the Digital Equipment Corporation.
A crane will be outside Building
54 tomorrow to deliver equipment
to the 11th floor.
Send news information and tips
to news@tech.mit.edu.

time of the cuts) to continue, the
transition was not going to be easy.
Faced with the daunting task of entirely restructuring their teams, and
without the financial advantages
afforded to varsity groups, students
of the new clubs had to take matters of money and management
into their own hands — adding
even more work to the already busy
schedule of the student-athlete.

Funding the team
Along with losing their varsity
status, the teams lost DAPER funding. The Club Sports Council (CSC)
offers some financial support to the
sports, and DAPER increased funding to the CSC to accommodate the
seven new teams. However, there
was not enough money to cover
all expenditures, and the new club
sports had to adjust to budget
shortfalls.
According to Sport Pistol Club
Captain Andrew K. Sugaya ’11, the

pistol team had just enough ammunition and targets left over from
the previous season to support itself for about half a year. The team
immediately reached out to alumni
to cover the rest of the team’s operating costs for the future. Along
with many other new teams, pistol
now charges club dues: $150 last
season, and $100 this season.
Other sports derive most of
their funding from generous alumni donations, with dues making up
a minimal part of their budgets. Riley E. Brandt ’11, the Men’s Hockey Club team captain, said that
the team is completely funded by
alumni donations.
“Right now, we’re raising
enough money to run the team on
a per-season basis,” he said, adding
that the long-term goal would be to
raise enough money to endow the
program.
Varsity cuts, Page 14

Anna Tang finished with
court, now a free woman
Tang not ordered to be institutionalized,
but is expected to continue private therapy
By John A. Hawkinson
Staff Reporter

Anna L. Tang, the troubled
former Wellesley student, is finally free to resume her life and
has been discharged from court
custody. Under house arrest since
early 2008, Tang will not be committed to a mental institution, and
there are no longer any court-ordered restrictions upon her. Tang
had been found not guilty by reason of mental incapacity on Dec.
10, 2010, but the Commonwealth
petitioned to have her committed
to a locked mental health care facility. That petition was dismissed

It’s a MAD World
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Mutually Assured
Destruction is no ideal
solution, despite the pop
notion that somehow
more nukes keep us
safe. opinion, p. 5
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pencil philosophy
Finding the meaning in a switch from
pencils to pens. Campus life, p. 10

yesterday afternoon by Judge
Bruce R. Henry in Middlesex Superior Court.
Tang came to the attention of
most MIT students in October
2007 when she stabbed her exboyfriend, Wolfe B. Styke G, then
a freshman, in his Next House
dormitory room. Styke sustained
eight wounds that were nearly fatal. Tang had seen Styke studying
with another woman earlier that
evening, and approached two
different security guards in an
attempt to gain access to Styke’s
room.
Anna Tang, Page 13

Post comments about our articles
The Tech is proud to introduce a commenting system on its website,
tech.mit.edu. Readers may post comments on any article or photograph
that is less than 30 days old. Through comments, we hope to inspire
civil and thoughtful debate about important issues facing the MIT community and beyond.
—David M. Templeton

Scott Brown tours MIT,
promotes science bill
Senator hopes to increase STEM funding,
support research at undergraduate level
By Joanna Kao
Staff Reporter

Senator Scott Brown (R-Mass.)
toured the Koch Institute and Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies
(ISN) last Friday and thanked MIT
for supporting his Innovate America Act proposal.
Senator Brown and Senator Amy
Klobuchar’s (D-Minn.) Innovate
America Act proposes to reduce
stiff regulation on small businesses
and focus on Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics

(STEM) programs. The bill was referred to the Senate Committee on
Finance on Jan. 31.
According to Brown’s website,
the act will “increase the competitiveness of small-and-mediumsized businesses by focusing on
turning research and new technologies created at universities into
products [and] promoting and rewarding schools that focus on science, technology, engineering and
math.”
Scott Brown, Page 11

Joanna Kao—The Tech

Senator Scott Brown (R-Mass) observes a demonstration by Materials Science and Engineering and Biology Engineering Professor Angela M.
Belcher during a tour of the Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies at MIT.
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STAFF METEorologist

Light snow with a mix of
rain is likely today, followed
by a plunge in temperatures
mid-week. A low pressure disturbance moving northeastward will provide the snow,
but not in amounts that were
common in previous storms
this season. Today’s storm is
far out in the Atlantic Ocean
and not close enough to
bring large amounts of pre-
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cipitation to our region. As
the storm continues to move
away, clear skies and a cold
air mass will settle across
New England. Winds will also
increase tonight, with some
wind chill readings just below
0°F (-18°C). Despite the chilly
February temperatures, mostly sunny skies will dominate
the forecast period. Breezy
conditions are likely through
Thursday as well, with the
strongest winds occurring tonight and into Wednesday.
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Extended Forecast
Today: Light snow/rain mix in the morning. Clearing late in
the day. High 35°F (2°C). West wind increasing to 20–25
mph, gusts to 35 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear and windy. Low 12°F (-11°C). West
wind at 25 mph, gusts to 40 mph.
Tomorrow: Mostly sunny. High 29°F (-2°C). West wind at
20 mph, gusts to 30 mph.
Thursday: Mostly sunny. High 25°F (-4°C). Low 11°F (-12°C).
West wind at 15–20 mph.
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mediator, said: “Tahrir is underestimating their victory. They should
declare victory.”
Cairo’s chronic traffic jams returned Monday as the city began
to adapt to both the sprawling protests in Tahrir Square, a landmark
of downtown Cairo, and the tanks,
armored personnel carriers and soldiers who continued to block some
streets. Banks again opened their
doors as people lined up outside,
and some shops took newspapers
down from windows, occasionally
near burnt-out vehicles still littering
some streets.
The government has sought to
cultivate that image of the ordinary,
mobilizing its newspapers and television to insist that it was re-exerting
control over the capital after its police utterly collapsed Jan. 28.
David D. Kirkpatrick, Kareem Fahim, Mona el-Naggar, Roger Cohen,
Thanassis Cambanis and Liam Stack
contributed reporting from Cairo.
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Chilly conditions coming
mid-week, and light snow
By Roman Kowch

CAIRO — As Egypt’s revolt entered its third week the government
of President Hosni Mubarak sought
to seize the initiative from protesters still crowding Tahrir Square on
Monday, offering a pay raise for government employees, announcing a
date for opening the stock market
and projecting an air of normalcy in
a city reeling just days ago.
The confidence, echoed by a
state-controlled media that have
begun acknowledging the protests
after days of the crudest propaganda, suggested both sides believed
the uprising’s vitality may depend
on their ability to sway a population
still deeply divided over events that
represent the most fundamental realignment of politics here in nearly
three decades.
“Now it feels like Hosni Mubarak is playing a game of who has the

W

Weather

longest breath,” said Amur el-Etrebi,
who joined tens of thousands in
Tahrir Square on Monday.
Momentum has seemed to shift
by the day in a climactic struggle
over what kind of change Egypt will
undergo and whether Egyptian officials are sincere in delivering it.
After demonstrating an ability
to bring hundreds of thousands to
downtown Cairo protest organizers
have sought to broaden their movement this week, acknowledging that
simple numbers are not enough to
force their demand for Mubarak’s
departure. The government — by
trying to divide the opposition, offering limited concessions and
remaining patient — appears to
believe it can weather the biggest
challenge to its rule.
Underlining the government’s
perspective that it has already offered what the protesters demanded, Naguib Sawiris, a wealthy businessman who has sought to act as a

The New York Times

0°

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The $4 billion program begun by
the Obama administration in 2009 to radically transform
the country’s worst schools included, as its centerpiece, a
plan to install new principals to overhaul most of the failing
schools.
That policy decision, though, ran into a difficult reality:
There simply were not enough qualified principals-in-waiting
to take over. Many school superintendents also complained
that replacing principals could throw their schools into even
more turmoil, hindering nascent turnaround efforts.
As a result, the Department of Education softened the
hit-the-road plans for principals of underperforming schools
laid out in the program rules. It issued guidelines allowing
principals hired as part of local improvement efforts within
the past two years to stay on, then interpreted that grandfather clause to mean three years.
—Sam Dillon, The New York Times

By Anthony Shadid
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U.S. plan to replace principals
runs into a snag

official, actual independence is expected to be declared July 9, when
the peace agreement that set the
stage for the vote expires.
Across the vast, African, oil-producing south, voters overwhelming chose to secede from the Arab
north, which through conflict and
marginalization helped keep the
south one of the world’s poorest and
least-developed regions.
In the frontier Unity State, nearly
500,000 people voted — but only 90
voted for unity with the north.
In Juba the day was met with jubilation.
“This is what people have been
expecting, and longed for, and have
achieved it,” said Aleu Garang Aleu,
a spokesman for the southern referendum bureau. “People will party.
There will be disco. There will be
dances. People are warming up for
the celebration now.”
Thousands of Sudanese from
around the world, particularly the
United States, who fled during the
years of war, have returned home to
rebuild the south, and Juba is considered one of the fastest-growing
cities in the world.

Cairo moves towards normalcy as
protests continue in the capital

W

Big financial institutions will pick up a greater portion of
the cost to protect deposits when banks fail, under a plan adopted Monday by federal regulators.
The new fee structure, which takes effect in April, will result in about 110 large banks covering about 80 percent of
the premiums paid into the government’s deposit insurance
fund each year, up from 70 percent. The fund, administered
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, is expected to
collect $14 billion in premiums this year.
The change, approved unanimously by the five-member
board of the agency, was a result of the Dodd-Frank financial
regulations that passed last year. Addressing complaints by
small banks that they were taking on too much of the financial burden to save failing banks, the law directed the FDIC to
re-evaluate the fees according to the value of assets held by
each bank, instead of the level of deposits.
—Eric Dash, The New York Times

in attendance for the announcement as street celebrations spread
through the southern capital, Juba.
“Today we received these results
and we accept and welcome these
results because they represent the
will of the southern people,” alBashir said in a statement on state
television, according to Reuters.
He also said that along with
southern independence would
come an Islamist renaissance in the
north.
In Washington, the White House
released a statement by President
Barack Obama congratulating the
people of southern Sudan and announcing “the intention of the
United States to formally recognize
southern Sudan as a sovereign, independent state in July 2011.”
Obama also offered to the government of Sudan the prospect of
improved ties with the United States,
saying, “For those who meet all of
their obligations, there is a path to
greater prosperity and normal relations with the United States, including examining Sudan’s designation
as a state sponsor of terrorism.”
With the referendum vote now

KAMPALA, Uganda — With the
announcement of final voting results, President Omar Hassan alBashir of Sudan said Monday that
his government would accept the
choice of the long-embattled region
of southern Sudan to separate from
the north, setting the stage for the
creation of the world’s newest country this summer.
According to the final count, announced in Sudan’s capital, Khartoum, 98.83 percent of the more
than 3.8 million registered voters in
southern Sudan chose to separate
from the north. In many parts of the
country the vote was more than 99
percent.
Sudan has endured two long and
brutal civil wars between the Arab
north and the mostly animist and
Christian south, in a period from the
early years of independence from
Britain to 2005, when a peace agreement was signed, setting the stage
for the referendum.
Al-Bashir and the southern region’s president, Salva Kiir, were
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Big banks to pay more to
insure deposits

By Josh Kron
The New York Times
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LONDON — Lawyers for WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange said at a court hearing on Monday that they think he
will not receive a fair trial if he is extradited to Sweden to face
accusations of sexual misconduct.
The hearing, scheduled to continue on Tuesday, marks
the culmination of an acrimonious public battle with prosecutors in Sweden who have sought since September to
question Assange, 39, about accusations made against him
in Stockholm last summer by two women who volunteered
for WikiLeaks, one in her early 30s and another in her mid20s. One of the women contends that he forced her to engage
in unprotected sex after she had taken him to her apartment
for the night.
The hearing was the result of the Swedish prosecutors’ action in early December in issuing a European arrest warrant
for Assange, a step that led to his being jailed for nine days
and then released on bail. Assange’s lead lawyer, Geoffrey
Robertson, told the court there would be “a real risk of a flagrant denial of justice” if the Swedish government succeeded
in securing his extradition, because his case would probably
be heard in closed sessions, with no reporters or other outsiders present, in keeping with Swedish policy in sex cases.
In such circumstances, he said, even if Assange were to be
acquitted, “the stigma would remain.”
—John F. Burns and Ravi Somaiya, The New York Times

Sudan leader to accept
secession of southern region
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Wikileaks founder in court to
fight extradition effort
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By Seth Mydans
The New York Times

THNAL BEK, Cambodia — Refugees clustered around cooking fires
at a schoolhouse here as Cambodia and Thailand prepared for the
possibility of further violence after
a fourth day of shelling Monday at
their disputed border.
The Cambodian army cleared out
military vehicles and construction
equipment and evacuated villagers
from the foot of a steep cliff that is
the site of an 11th-century Hindu
temple claimed by both sides.

The dispute involves a centuryold French colonial map, a ruling
by the International Court of Justice
and a decision in 2008 by UNESCO,
the cultural arm of the United Nations, to list the temple, Preah Vihear, as a Cambodian World Heritage site.
It has become tangled within
the complex knot of Thai politics as
well as simmering enmity between
the two neighbors that has erupted
into violence near the temple several times since the World Heritage
listing.
The current fighting is the most

sustained engagement between the
two nations. As many as five civilians and soldiers have been killed
on both sides, according to Thai and
Cambodian news reports.
Cambodia urged the United Nations to send peacekeepers to the
border area one day after asking
the Security Council to convene an
urgent meeting to “stop Thailand’s
aggression.”
“We will go to the Security Council whether you like it or not,” Cambodia’s prime minister, Hun Sen,
said in a speech Monday, addressing his counterparts in Thailand.

Iran opposition requests rally
supporting uprisings in region
By William Yong
The New York Times

TEHRAN, Iran — With democracy tremors rocking the Arab world,
Iran’s opposition has challenged its
hard-line leaders to allow a peaceful
demonstration — ostensibly in support of the uprisings in Tunisia and
Egypt.
The request to hold a rally on
Monday falls short of an open call for
supporters of Iran’s “green” movement to return to the streets after
more than a year, but it is the closest that Iran’s opposition has come
so far to trying to join in the historic
events elsewhere.
“In order to declare support
for the popular movements in the
region, in particular, the freedom-

seeking movements of the people of
Egypt and Tunisia, we request a permit to invite the people for a rally,”
read the open letter from Mir Hussein Moussavi and Mehdi Karroubi,
two of the presidential candidates
who were defeated by Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad in what they said were
rigged elections in 2009. The letter,
dated Saturday, was addressed to
Iran’s Interior Ministry and published Sunday on websites affiliated
with Iran’s opposition.
While similar requests have recently been met with flat refusals or
utter disregard, the letter puts Iran’s
hard-liners in a quandary. Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, and many other conservative
figures have offered clear and ringing
support for the movements in Egypt

and Tunisia. Their refusal to grant
permission for such a rally would be
seen by opposition supporters and
perhaps others as hypocritical.
With just under a week to go before the proposed demonstration,
the call has provoked a large online
response centering around the “25
Bahman” Facebook page, a reference to the rally’s date in the Persian
calendar. In less than 24 hours, the
page has attracted a slew of comments, promotional posters, video
clips and more than 12,000 “likes”
from online activists hoping to revitalize a protest movement that has
been subdued after an effective
campaign of state violence, threats,
imprisonment of key figures and a
blanket ban on access to the mainstream government news media.

After earmarks ban, many
local projects are on hold
WASHINGTON — Gone for now are the likes of the taxpayer-financed teapot museum, or studies on the mating habits of crabs.
But also shelved are a project to help consolidate information
about arrests in Brazos County, Texas, and staffing for two new
shelters for abused women and children in Salt Lake City. A rural
Wisconsin county will not be able to upgrade its communication
system, and a road in Kentucky will not be widened next year.
Across the country, local governments, nonprofit groups and
scores of farmers, to name but a few, are waking up to the fact that
when Congress stamped out earmarks last week, it was talking
about their projects, too.
Tensions are particularly acute in districts where new conservative lawmakers, many of whom criticized the practice of quietly
inserting earmarks into spending bills, are coming face to face
with local governments and interest groups who were counting on
federal dollars to help shore up their own collapsing budgets.
The issue is hardly limited to Republican districts. Democrats,
led by President Barack Obama, also agreed to give up the practice.
Last week, Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, D-Hawaii, the chairman of the
Senate Appropriations Committee who has long cherished earmarks, announced they would be banned from this year’s bills.
—Jennifer Steinhauer, The New York Times

$1 million prize for inventor of
tracker of ALS progress
BOSTON — Tracking the inexorable advance of amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, the deadly neuromuscular ailment better known
as Lou Gehrig’s disease or ALS, has long been an inexact science —
a matter of monitoring weakness and fatigue, making crude measurements of the strength of various muscles.
This imprecision has hindered the search for drugs that could
slow or block the disease’s progress. But now a neurologist at Beth
Israel Deaconess Medical Center here has won a $1 million prize
— reportedly the largest ever for meeting a specific challenge in
medical research — for developing a reliable way to quantify the
small muscular changes that signal progressive deterioration.
The winner, Dr. Seward Rutkove, showed his method could
halve the cost of clinical trials to screen potential drugs for the disease, said Melanie Leitner, chief scientific officer of Prize4Life, the
nonprofit group that created the competition.
The method does not provide a target in the body at which to
aim drugs, nor will it help doctors better diagnose the disease. But
Dr. Merit Cudkowicz, a professor of neurology at Massachusetts
General Hospital and a chairwoman of the Northeast ALS Consortium, compared Rutkove’s discovery to the way magnetic resonance imaging expedited the development of drugs for multiple
sclerosis.
—Bina Venkataraman, The New York Times
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Preserve reasonable
opportunity to
explore dorms
I am surprised by the MIT administration’s proposal to rearrange the Orientation schedule such that other events and
activities will encroach upon the REX
period. Such a move has the potential to
make it much more difficult for freshmen
to make an informed choice about which
dorm to live in, which in turn has the
potential to drastically degrade their “MIT
experience”.
I recognize that the current policy
of housing all freshmen on campus has
resulted in undergraduate dorms that are
bursting at the seams, and has left the
FSILGs under-populated. Solving that
problem is outside the scope of this short
note. What I would like to address here is
the possibility that the MIT administration’s proposal with respect to REX may
represent a mindset change to “let’s just
get them assigned quickly to whatever
undergraduate dormitory they’ll fit in.”
Of course, from a pure numbers point
of view, getting freshmen assigned to dorm
rooms is exactly what the MIT administration must do. By policy, they have to house

the entire incoming freshman class in the
dorms. So the administration’s reported
position could well be a symptom that they
have lost sight of how important finding
the right living group is to the MIT experience.
Nevertheless, finding the right place
to live— a place that’s a shelter from the
infamous MIT “firehose” — is a process
that should be given the time it deserves.
Each living group at MIT has a unique
character, and we need to give the dorms
a reasonable opportunity during REX to
describe what makes them unique, and to
recruit freshmen that have a good chance
of “finding a home there.” This makes
sense, has worked well for decades, and
benefits both the dorm residents and the
incoming freshmen. The administration’s
proposal to effectively “shorten” REX
will allow neither the freshmen nor the
dorms the time to go through this process
properly.
If the administration just plans to shove
freshmen into rooms without consideration for the unique characteristics of each
dorm (does Bexley still have an antirush?), then I’m wasting your time.
However, if the administration is facing hard constraints (perhaps as a result
of “freshmen on campus”), then we need
to work jointly towards solutions that do

not dilute or abandon the special nature
of each dorm; one size definitely does not
fit all when it comes to undergraduate
housing choices at MIT. The administration will have to offer more/different
opportunities (outside of a “shortened”
REX) to get the message of each dorm out
to the incoming freshmen (e.g., mailings, dedicated time during CPW, more
extensive i3 videos). Then each dorm will
have to clearly explain what life there is
like, what its residents strive for, and what
they do not.
In last week’s article, you quote Dean
Norman as citing “academic readiness as
a central goal of Orientation”. But anyone
accepted to MIT is academically ready.
If you ask any current or former MIT
student, you will hear that “rush” or “REX”
was all about finding the right people to
live with, not about “academic readiness.”
The success or failure of finding the right
place to live has more impact on the “MIT
experience” than anything else. If the MIT
administration starts treating the dorms
simply as places to warehouse students,
then everybody — the MIT community,
the living groups, and the students themselves — will be poorer for it.
Tim Kuo ’81
Baker House Vice President for Institute
Relations, 1979-1980
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Public misunderstanding of Mutually Assured Destruction has bred
complacency toward the risks posed by nuclear weapons
By Keith Yost
Staff columnist

Imagine two men, John and Nick, standing at the edge of a precipice. They are
chained together at the ankle by a heavy
chain such that if one falls over the edge (or
throws himself off the edge), the other will
fall with him, and both will die. John is trying to coerce Nick into giving him something
— for convenience, let’s call it a MacGuffin. John has the strength to throw Nick off
the cliff, but does not have the strength to
simply seize the MacGuffin from Nick — he
can only have it if it is willingly given away.
Let us also imagine that John values the
MacGuffin more than Nick does.

Every pair of nuclear
states and set of
conflicting interests
produces a steady stream
of risks to civilization.
The question is this: By threatening to
throw himself off the cliff, can John convince Nick to surrender his MacGuffin?
In the layman understanding of mutually assured destruction (MAD), the answer
is no. Nick knows that John will not throw
himself off the cliff — if John did so, he would
die, and in any case would not receive the
MacGuffin. John can threaten and cajole to
his heart’s content — no matter how badly
John wants the MacGuffin, even if he values
it more than his life itself, Nick knows that it
is never in John’s interest to take the jump.
This is the pop logic of Mutually Assured
Destruction (MAD) — that no matter what

the differences between nations, no matter
what their clash of interests, so long as no
state values harming another as an end in
and of itself, none will ever use their nuclear
weapons against a fellow nuclear state.
Unfortunately, this logic is deeply flawed.
While it is true that “winning” a nuclear
war is nearly as absurd as the idea of John
“winning” the fall to the rocks below, it still
remains that John can coerce Nick successfully. John may never have the incentive to
leap into the abyss, but he is willing to accept a higher risk of death than Nick is in
order to possess the MacGuffin.
To coerce Nick, John begins dancing near
the brink. He dances erratically, and slowly
increases the wildness of his motions. As
he increases his energy, the probability of
a mistake, of a sudden miscalculation that
will cause him to accidentally slip and fall
off the edge, rises.
Eventually, Nick capitulates. John may
be able to tolerate the continued risk of mutual destruction if it obtains him his desire,
but to Nick, it is not worth the MacGuffin.
MAD, as a statement of the world we live
in, is accurate. It is impossible to imagine
the United States executing a nuclear strike
against Russia and not suffering intolerable
destruction in return. But it does not follow
that rational actors will never use nuclear
weapons against each other. History is full
of American and Russian leaders doing
dance-offs while their terrified societies
look on. Whether it is Dwight and Joe tango-ing over Berlin, or John and Nick doing a
furious jig in Cuba, by putting themselves in
situations that were not wholly under their
control, nuclear states have enhanced their
positions in the world vis-a-vis their rivals.
Ideally, taking such risks would be un-

necessary. There is little need to generate
nuclear risks to prove to Russia that we, for
example, value ownership of Alaska more
than they do. Through common sense and
dialogue, states can often settle their affairs
without needing to provide potentially costly demonstrations.
However, we do not live in an ideal
world. Statesmen mis-communicate. They
underestimate the values that their rivals attach to objects. They have different perceptions of the risks that are being generated.
As these human errors in action and judgment stochastically crop up, they will sometimes cross a threshold and require a demonstration to resolve. Occasionally, these
demonstrations of risk-taking will produce
a nuclear war. Every pair of nuclear states,
every set of conflicting interests over which
nuclear states vie, produces a steady stream
of risks to human civilization.
In this context, nuclear weapons are quite
valuable to the society that owns them. They
grant admission to a high-stakes coercion
game. Nuclear weapons even go a long way
in justifying the presence of many pieces of
modern conventional military equipment.
It is not enough to have nuclear weapons;
a society needs to carefully craft its risk offerings toward other states, and conventional arms are largely how such dances are
performed. Are the risks of nuclear war so
intolerable that we would be better off in
a nuclear free world than the one we have
right now? I’m not convinced either way,
but we should not regard the acquisition
of nuclear weapons by countries like Iran
or North Korea with the blasé attitude that
many Americans take. It is not that these
states are somehow irrational or incapable
of securely holding their weapons — the

real reason why the acquisition of nuclear
weapons by these states is so alarming is
that these states have massive conflicts of
interest with other states. The risk of misperception and confrontation is too great.
Will Ayatollah Khamenei knowingly initiate
a nuclear war against Israel? Probably not.
Are Israel and Iran likely to have confrontations with each other in which a false alarm
or mistake could produce an exchange of
arms? Absolutely.

We live in a MAD world.
But a MAD world is not a
safe world. The nuclear
risks that we face have
been largely ignored.
We live in a MAD world. But a MAD
world is not the same as a safe world. The
nuclear risks that we as a society face, and
as altruists should endeavor to reduce,
have been largely ignored. Arms control
arrangements, even those as inoffensive as
New START, have little popular energy to
fuel their passage. Proliferation is viewed
through a skewed prism — we focus obsessively on preventing madmen from obtaining nuclear weapons, when we forget that
the weapons themselves are what drive us
to madness. We continue to design foreign
policies and grand strategies that do not
account for the realities of the nuclear age,
and continue to set priorities that relegate
non-proliferation to secondary importance.
This is a dangerous world, and it is growing more dangerous. We must demand better.
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Steal My Comic by Michael Ciuffo

Somewhere on the Search for Meaning... by Letitia Li

Crossword Puzzle
Solution, page 13

ACROSS
1 Org. of Toms and Tiger
4 Weapon of mass destruction
9 Plus feature
14 Rower’s requirement
15 Stan’s slapstick partner
16 Keep an eye on
17 Adam’s partner
18 Animal dens
19 Honolulu greeting
20 Start of a quip
23 Postures
24 Commotion
25 John __ Passos
26 Incited
31 Freshen up
34 Was mistaken
35 Gibbon, e.g.
36 Frosted
37 Part 2 of quip
38 Rotation line
39 Bikini piece
40 Hay units
41 Alternative to treat?
42 Diana Ross’s group
44 Zodiac lion
45 Psychic power
46 Least illuminated
50 End of quip
55 Madame Curie
56 Italian poet
57 Corporate VIP
58 Public square
59 “Lou Grant” star
60 Of the ear
61 More rational

62 Decade segments
63 Highest level
DOWN
1 Verses
2 French peasant dance
3 Game site
4 Wow!
5 Cutting edges
6 Potpourris
7 Soggy ground
8 Porgy’s girlfriend
9 Bestowed upon
10 Oater bar
11 Pack away, as cargo
12 Rebounding yodel
13 Comparison conjunction
21 Brought to a close
22 “__ People Play”
26 Lets loose
27 Minerals in the raw
28 Judd Hirsch sitcom
29 Legendary
30 Escritoire
31 Barbecue fare
32 Light tan
33 Type of tide
34 Contemporary of Agatha
37 Florida bay
38 Bakery emanation
40 Rub over
41 Moderates
43 Change dimensions
44 Loading device
46 Summer or Shalala

47
48
49
50

Disney World attraction
Take care of
Move as a throng
Little pranksters

51
52
53
54

Samoan currency
Persia, now
6/6/44
Alleviate
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Urdhva Mukha Svanasana

by Jerry Holkins
and Mike Krahulik

Techdoku

Sudoku

Solution, page 13

Solution, page 13

11+

2

150×

288×

21+

6×

3−

60×

12×

2×

60×

12×

4 6
9
5
2
9
1

3 4 5 6
7 6
4
1
8
2
8
8
3
6
4 5
4
5 8 2 3
7 5

Techdoku Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of each of the numbers 1 through 5. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.
Sudoku Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.
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by Jorge Cham
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Tuesday

campus Life

Events: Feb. 8 – Feb. 14

Institute Double Take

(4:00 pm – 5:30 pm) Ronald L. Rivest speaks at 39th
Annual James R. Killian Jr. Faculty Achievement
Award Lecture — 10-250
(12:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.) MIT Produce Market — 32TSMC

Wednesday

Thursday
(6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.) Learn about the machine that
will compete against two of the most successful
players on Jeopardy. Watson on Jeopardy: The Turing Test Breaks the 4th Wall — 56-114
(7:15 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.) Join the Addir Fellows for
Prof. Stephen Prothero’s “God Is Not One” From
Interfaith 1.0 to Interfaith 2.0 — W11

Friday
(8:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.) The Vagina Monologues —
32-123
(8:30 p.m.) iNight with the International Students Association — W20-202

saturday

Joanna Kao—The Tech

Even though we’re getting wet feet from stepping in the melted snow puddles, these puddles can be quite
beautiful. Here’s a view of Lobby 7 and its reflection in a large clear puddle in front of the Student Center.

(1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m) Professor Susan Reverby
guest lectures at LUChA — 4-237
(7:00 p.m) LSC shows Red — 26-100

SUNDAY
(6:30 p.m.) LSC shows Contact — 26-100
(8:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.) International Folk Dancing
— W20 Second Floor

MONDAY
(12:30–2:00 p.m) Japanese ambassador to the U.S.
Ichiro Fujisaki speaks about US-Japan Relations:
Where Are We Going? — E40-496

Send your campus events to
events@tech.mit.edu.

Are you dying to tell someone
your latest ephiphany?
Write about it!
Join Campus Life @ The Tech!

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

CAPITAL ONE COMPANY PRESENTATION
Date: Wednesday, February 9
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Location: 4-149
Please join us to learn more about Capital One and our full-time and summer internship opportunities.
Now Hiring:
• Business Analysts
• Analyst Interns
Please submit your resume via CAREER BRIDGE by February 13.
Questions? Please contact your recruiter: Kate Burris, katherine.burris@capitalone.com

www.capitalone.com/careers
www.facebook.com/capitalonecampuscareers
We are an equal opportunity employer committed to diversity in the workplace. We promote a drug-free work environment. If you
require an accommodation to apply for a U.S. employment opportunity, please contact Recruiting at 1-800-304-9102.

MIT_campus_halfpg_020311.indd 1
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(6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.) Nobel Laureate Peter Diamond PhD ’63 speaks at Sidney-Pacific Lecture
Series: Search Frictions, Unemployment, and
Vacancies — NW86

2/3/11 5:21 PM
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From pencils to pens
Perfectionism at its best is just a little less than perfect
By Paul Woods
This semester, I switched from pencils
to pens. I could never understand people
who use pens. You can’t erase with pens —
it’s like buying a keyboard without a backspace key.
But now I understand. Pens glide effortlessly across the page like a zero-volume
mass sliding down a frictionless slope.
Writing with them feels smooth like an endoplasmic reticulum without ribosomes.
The experience of using a pen is unparalleled to that provided by any pencil I’ve ever
used. Pencils are C. Pens are C++. So what
stopped me from using pens for so long?
Before I answer that question, let me first
say that I can sometimes be a perfectionist.
I often get a lot of joy from trying to make
my Python code as perfect as possible, and
I revise my Tech columns over and over
again. However, over the course of my MIT
education, I’ve gotten a lot better at turning
off my perfectionist tendencies when the

situation doesn’t call for it — like when the
last word in my notes is misspelled. Before,
I would have erased it — with the eraserend of my pencil, of course. Now I don’t.
So what if I wrote “Dikstra’s algorithm” instead of “Dijkstra’s algorithm”? When I go
back and review my notes, I’ll still know
what I meant, and if I forget how it’s actually spelled, Google will correct me when I
look it up.

My time is like the
Senate seat that Rod
Blagojevich allegedly
tried to sell — it’s an
effing valuable thing.
Just the other day, I turned on “1-Click
Ordering” and bought a book on Amazon.
com for $11, shipping and all. There’s a

good chance that it was cheaper somewhere
else — maybe $10. But I didn’t scour the Internet for the absolutely best offer. My time
is like the Senate seat that Rod Blagojevich
allegedly tried to sell — it’s an effing valuable thing.
The Monday before classes started, I entered into my Google Calendar the wrong
room number for my 6.004 recitation, causing me to be ten minutes late for the first
class of the semester. The old Paul Woods
would have spent half an hour on WebSIS,
double and triple checking his schedule to
make sure that he didn’t make a bad first
impression. Guess what happened when
I was late? Absolutely nothing. I’m pretty
sure my recitation instructor didn’t care at
all and has completely forgotten it, unless
he reads this column.
Does no longer taking the time to make
everything perfect mean I’m lazy? All I’m
really doing is putting my MIT education
to good use and doing some 6.042-style
probabilistic analysis. After the ten min-

utes it takes to add all of my classes to my
schedule, I’ve already reached the point of
diminishing returns. The slightly decreased
probability of something going wrong just
isn’t worth the additional time I’d spend
to attain it. The same thing applies to my
alarm clock. It’s probably set to the right
time for tomorrow morning. There’s no
need to double check.
My indiscriminate drive for perfectionism probably did more harm than good in
middle and high school, and it would’ve
been nice if I’d learned earlier in my life to
do the less important things less perfectly.
It’s amazing how much more I can get
done when I don’t spend an hour perfecting e-mails to my professors. I almost wish
I could go back in time and reclaim all of
the hours of Super Smash Bros. Melee that I
gave up for the sake of getting a 100 percent
instead of a 99 percent on the last quiz. But
what’s in the past is in the past; there’s no
need to obsess about it.
After all, I’m a pen person now.

Warning: May Contain Nuts

Learning how to say “no”
The 411 on how to navigate free food at MIT
By Divya Srinivasan
Staff columnist

“Divya! You should come downstairs with
your plate and fork. There’s a ton of food
downstairs.” My friend looked at me with a
sense of urgency as I walked
into my room with Trader Joe’s
grocery bags in hand.
As I dropped the bags on
the ground and grabbed my
plate, I realized the latent irony in the situation: I had just gotten three
full bags of healthy food, only to go forth and
sniff out the Bertucci’s pizza waiting downstairs.
While I was munching on my broccoli pizza ten minutes later, I realized I had
caught the free food bug. I had begun to plan
my schedule around events that had free
food. To compensate, when I went to Trader
Joe’s every week, I started buying more fruits
than I am capable of eating in an attempt to
force-feed myself nutritious foods. And to
top things off, I now had a sizeable collection
of “free food” sitting in my mini-fridge with
the invisible titles of “dinner,” “lunch,” and
“dessert” stamped on them. The things that
I should have eaten were competing with
the yummier things that I was seeking out.
Clearly things were getting out of hand.
At MIT, it’s easy to get sucked into the free
food trap. After all, what’s not to like about
free food? It’s food and it’s free — it’s a nobrainer as to why we’re so enamored by the
concept. Especially for many college stu-

dents, free food is the perfect escape from
culinary experiments gone awry or food
from dining halls that just doesn’t taste all
that great. Also, it’s the first time that we’ve
been away from the “eat your spinach and
broccoli” arguments at home, and it certainly feels great to finally get rid of the green
things in our diet. Add the generally high
cost of food in Boston, and you’ve got a perfectly reasonable reason to pursue free food
like it’s your job.
But whether we like it or not, our food
habits at MIT will dictate our food habits
after we leave. If we don’t figure out how to
moderate the free food epidemic, we may
be in for a huge wake-up call later. So how
exactly does one navigate the free food mania that is MIT, without giving up on some
healthy ideals?
Approaching free food with a “here and
now” mindset instead of a “save some for
later” one might help. If you’re someone
who likes to hoard a box of pizza for a week
or collect sodas from events, this approach
might apply to you. Restricting your intake
of free food to a specified period of time allows you to limit your consumption to only
as much as your stomach can take. Furthermore, by not collecting unhealthy food in
your room, you can avoid the temptation
to binge later. After all, too much of even a
good thing can also be bad for you.
What has worked for me is not seeking
out free food, but seeking out events — with
food as an accessory incentive. I found that
when my primary reason for attending an

Do you like telling stories about
your life?

Joanna Kao—The Tech

event was free food, I rarely ever reaped the
full benefit of the event. By making free food a
secondary objective, I began to get a lot more
from the events I attended, and I was able to
manage my expectations and eating habits
as well. And on the random occasion that I
just happened to be near a table of cookies
and pastries, it was a welcome surprise to be
able to munch on something in moderation
— think one or two cookies. I learned that the
surprise of free food could be better than the
planned consumption of it.
If free food is truly integral to your diet at

MIT, consider constraining yourself to one
free food option per day. Find ways to supplement your diet for the other two meals
with food from the dining hall or recipes that
you make on your own. If you have a group
of friends that seeks out free food together,
take turns finding recipes online that you
can make together and share. When time is
scarce, hop by La Verde’s and pick up some
fruit and yogurt or a granola bar — my personal favorites are FiberOne oatmeal bars
and KIND bars. Now, excuse me while I go
and snack on some grapes.

got something to say?
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Potential changes coming to
Number 1 Bus Route around MIT
The popular Number 1 bus that stops outside 77 Massachusetts Ave.
may see major changes as part of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA) Key Bus Route Improvement Program. Preliminary
recommendations presented at the MBTA’s last community meeting include the elimination of inbound stop 76 at the intersection of Massachusetts Avenue and Memorial Drive, located slightly past Bexley in the
direction of the Harvard Bridge.
The inbound stop at Landsdowne Street and its companion outbound
stop at Front Street, located near Random Hall and the MIT Museum
(close to the Cambridge Bicycle shop), may also be put out of service.
Transit signal priority, which would extend green lights for all traffic
when a bus is approaching an intersection, is proposed for the 77 Massachusetts Ave. signal. and the lights at Landsdowne.
The MBTA is soliciting feedback on these changes at keybusroutes@
mbta.com.
—Deborah Chen

David chen—The Tech

Changes might be coming to the Number 1 Bus route. The MBTA
has proposed that some stops along Massachusetts Ave. be eliminated, and buses could be given traffic signaling priority.

MIT administrators
thank Brown for bill
Scott Brown, from Page 1
The proposal plans to incentivize universities by providing
award funds through the STEM
Awards Trust Fund for institutions
that “dramatically increase” the
number of students who graduate
in STEM fields and sustain such an
increase for more than five years.
It will also ensure that at least 10
percent of federal funds available
for undergraduate research will
be used towards funding research
done by first year undergraduates.
To boost small businesses in
the innovative technology development sector, the proposal will
make loans easier to obtain. The
proposal also simplifies tax credits for those who contribute to research at universities.
President Susan J. Hockfield,
Raymond S. Stata ’57, and Chris
Anderson, president of the Mass.
High Tech Council, who joined
Brown on the ISN tours, thanked
the Senator for supporting STEM
education.
Hockfield praised Brown for his
“sound policy” and said she was
“eager to work with the Senator …
to help advance the cause for economic growth.”
Brown said that his new proposals to boost Massachusetts jobs

was “not a new initiative for me.
It’s just that people listen now.”
He also emphasized being able
to “make a difference” and praised
MIT administrators and researchers for achievements in areas such
as health care and environmentally-friendly products.
Stata thanked Brown for his
commitment to science and technology and spoke on the connections between Brown’s Innovate
America Act and MIT’s Venture
Mentoring Service, a service to
support the entrepreneurial activities of the MIT community.
Professors Yet-Ming Chiang
’80, Robert S. Langer SCD ’74, Paula T. Hammond ’84, and Angela M.
Belcher demonstrated “technology
unique to MIT and ISN” that could
benefit from the new proposal. In
line with Senator Brown’s plans to
boost Bay State jobs, they emphasized the potential development of
products based on their research
and how these plans could create
new jobs.
Materials Science and Engineering Professor Chiang showed
his current work in nanotechnology and his newest project in battery technology. He jokingly said
that he cares so much about making sure his students have a job
after graduation that “we create
companies to give students jobs.”

We get you the tickets.
You get us the review.
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New female floors possible

Some residents want non-dining, female only option
Female housing, from Page 1
small all-female communities in
non-dining dorms, such as singlesex suites in Burton-Conner and
MacGregor. Though the possibility
of an all-female floor or entry in
another dorm has been proposed,
discussions this semester will focus
on whether smaller spaces — such
as an all-female suite — would be
acceptable for current McCormick
residents. A survey was sent to
all McCormick sophomores and
juniors to gauge their interest in
the possibility of moving to a new
dorm.
Michelle W. Chen ’14 is hoping
to move out of McCormick to a nondining dorm because of the cost of
the dining plan. Under the new
system, “I feel like I’m obligated to
eat here,” said Chen. She expressed
interest in staying in an all-female
community in a non-dining dorm
mostly because she would like to
continue living with friends from
McCormick.
Monique V. Bowford ’13 echoed
concerns about an obligation to eat
in the dining hall more often under
the new plan. “I try to cook at least
once a week,” said Bowford, but
under the new plan, “I feel like I’m
spending money twice” because of
paying for both the dining plan and
groceries.
Despite doubts about the new
plan, Bowford plans to stay in McCormick. Though Bowford’s deci-

sion is primarily due to the community she has found in McCormick,
her desire to stay in an all-female
dorm also factored in. “I lived at
Next over the summer — I didn’t
know I would be so uncomfortable
with boys in my bathroom and in
my space,” she said.
Although some McCormick residents are unhappy with the dining
plan, not all disapprove. “I think it
will make me eat more nutritiously,”
said Noor A. Doukmak ’14.
Though cost is often one of the
main concerns of those who disapprove of the dining plan, some residents do not view the pricetag as
excessive. Victoria R. Winters ’14,
who plans to stay in McCormick,
noted, “The same plan at my sister’s college is $1,000 more expensive.”
Charles H. Stewart III, who has
served as McCormick Housemaster
since 1992, does not see the creation of an alternate environment
as a threat to the culture of other
dorms. “A lot is made of the differences between the dormitories
but the residents of different halls
are a lot more alike than we think,”
said Stewart. “I remain puzzled and
flabbergasted about the notion that
there is something wrong and bad
with MIT residents moving from
one dorm to another.”
Stewart indicated that any potential transition would be eased by
the opening of Maseeh Hall, which
will cause a large number of stu-

dents to be moving around campus
already.
Robin Baughman, Assistant Director of Housing, said that representatives from Housing have met
with McCormick representatives
and intend to have further discussions, but that no decisions have
been made.
It remains unclear how permanent a second all-female community would be. Stewart indicated that
current discussions are only concerning rising juniors and seniors,
who came to MIT before details of
the soon-to-be implemented dining
plan were available. Though Comis
believes an additional all-female
community should be a permanent
installation, she also said that present talks have mainly been about a
temporary solution.
According to Comis, McCormick
residents have expressed concerns
about safety and security in other
dorms. “People in McCormick will
be wanting higher security,” said
Comis, who believes that if a satellite community were created, there
would be requests to make the dorm
more secure — possibly by limiting
the dorm to a single entrance.
Safety and security is commonly
cited by McCormick residents as a
reason they live in the dorm. Elizabeth R. Attaway ’14 said that she
wants to move to another dorm
because of costs, but “[single sex]
would be preferable — I feel safer
that way.”

It's Election
Season at the
Coop, now!
Now accepting applications from MIT undergraduate and
graduate students to serve on the Board of Directors during
the 2011-12 academic year!
There are few opportunities to work this closely with academic and business
professionals from Harvard and M.I.T. You’ll gain valuable knowledge and
experience in practically all areas of business, including finance, auditing,
real estate, community relations, and charitable giving.
• Gain priceless, practical business experience
• Influence the way the Coop serves its students and members
• Receive a stipend
To be nominated as a candidate for the Coop Board of Directors, apply
online at www.thecoop.com starting on February 2, 2011. For complete
information, visit our website and click on Student Election. Email Allan
Powell at aepowell@thecoop.com with any questions.

Want to be Editor in Chief of The Tech?
Most EICs start as news writers.

Good luck on the
campaign trail!

join@tech.mit.edu
HTTP://www.thecoop.com
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Happy
Lunar
New Year!
The Asian Dance Team at the Association of Taiwanese Students
Lunar New Year Festival on Sunday, Feb. 6.
(clockwise from right)
Ruobing Lu ’14 performed a traditional Dai dance to the song
“Bamboo Wave”. The Dai people
are one of several ethnic groups
in China.
Vivian A. Lee ’12 and Cynthia S.
Lu ’12 improvised to the song
“Singing Song.”
WeiYang Sun ’11 dazzles the
crowd with his Chinese Yo-Yo
skills.
Photography by David Chen

Lobby 7 Design Competition
Sponsored by the MIT Class of 1954 in Partnership with the School of Architecture & Planning and in Association with the MIT Museum | An event of MIT150

Congratuations to the Finalists!
Undergraduate Section

Graduate Section

Huayu Ding & Cory Li
Brianna Jones
Frederick Kim & Kayla Manning
Bethany Pattern
Benjamin Peters
Hannah Walker & Megan Walker

Masoud Akbarzadeh, Andy Hsu &
Behnam Karimipour
Craig Boney & Kristen Mason
Jennifer Chuong
Florence Doughty, Nadya Volicer &
Anne Woods
Yuna Kim & Ali Qureshi
Ana Maria Leon & Rebecca Uchill
Otto Ng & Mavis Yip
Ella Peinovich

Join us at the Awards Ceremony & Exhibition Opening

April 15, 2011

For more information, visit: http://web.mit.edu/Lobby7Competition
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Judge Bruce R.
Henry’s oral
decision
(Judge Henry gave his decision
from the bench yesterday afternoon at 3:20 p.m.)
“Thank you.
“I have reviewed all of the
information that was put before
me, particularly most recently
from Dr. Wollheim, from Dr.
Brooks.
“But also I have reviewed the
information that came in at the
time of trial, I have revised my
notes. And I spent considerable
time with the statute to make
sure that I did follow the law.
“I understand the Commonwealth’s argument and their
request that I look at all of this
through the lens of what has
happened here and what the
rationale may be for Ms. Tang’s
cooperation and her treatment.
But as I look at what the statute
requires:
“The statute says that I shall
not order commitment unless
the person is mentally ill, and I
think there is ample evidence
that Anna Tang is mentally ill. I
don’t think that that is seriously
in dispute.
“And that discharge would
create a likelihood of serious

harm. Or that she’s mentally ill
and failure to retain her in the
strict custody would create a
likelihood of serious harm. And
I think in those respects the
Commonwealth has not met its
burden.
“No one has testified that
there is a substantial risk of
harm to Ms. Tang, or anybody
else, at this point in time. And
under the terms of the statue,
if either of those requirements
are not met, the statute is clear.
Otherwise the petition shall be
dismissed and the person discharged.
“That I think is the only option open to me based on the
state of the evidence that’s before me. So for those reasons I
will order the petition for commitment be dismissed and that
Ms. Tang be discharged.
“I can only encourage you,
Ms. Tang, to keep up with that
treatment program which you
are undergoing at this point in
time. I cannot require it under
the law. But according to everybody you’ve made terrific progress in that treatment program.
“So my recommendation to
you is that you ‘keep with it’ —
that you follow that plan that
was so carefully outlined. So I
wish you well in doing that.
“But I will dismiss and discharge Ms. Tang. Thank you all.”

Verdict: No hospitalization
Anna Tang found innocent in Dec., freed yesterday
Anna Tang, from Page 1
Russell J. Novello, then a night
watch security guard, lent Tang a
key to Styke’s room, thinking Tang
and Styke were still dating. When
Tang failed to return the key in fifteen minutes, Novello went to the
room and retrieved the key from
her. Styke was asleep. At the trial,
Novello said Tang was “very nice.” It
was hours later when Tang stabbed
Styke, just before dawn.
Styke is now suing both MIT and
Novello for negligence. MIT declined to comment on the suit, and
Novello’s lawyer did not respond to
inquiries.
MIT’s response to the suit is due
in one week.
Tang has bipolar disorder, which
she sought help for when she first
arrived at Wellesley in 2005. At
that time, she was diagnosed with
depression and was prescribed
an antidepressant. However, as
Tang’s psychopharmacologist Michael J. Mufson testified during
the trial, bipolar disorder cannot
be treated with antidepressants.
Doing so creates oscillatory behav-

ior — “It made her lows lower and
her highs get higher,” Mufson said.
That combination of misdiagnosis
and mistreatment led to her attack on Styke. Judge Henry found
in December that Tang lacked the
substantial capacity to conform her
actions to the requirements of the
law and that she lacked the capacity to appreciate the wrongfulness
of her actions.
The judge’s dismissal of the petition to commit came after one day
of testimony two Fridays ago. The
prosecutor, Assistant District Attorney Suzanna M. Kontz, called Dr.
Elizabeth Wollheim to the stand.
Wollheim was commissioned to
evaluate whether Tang should be
committed after the December verdict.
Wollheim said in both her testimony and in her written report that
she did not believe Tang should
be committed — she did not think
Tang was a danger to herself or others.
In his closing statement yesterday, defense attorney Robert A.
George highlighted holes in the
Commonwealth’s argument: that

there was no evidence or expert
testimony recommending commitment.
Kontz argued in her closing
statement that Tang needed to stay
in treatment and that she was a
model probationer with an extensive treatment plan was only because she wanted to obtain a favorable judgement from the court.
Judge Henry summarized his
thinking that led to the dismissal: “I
understand the Commonwealth’s
argument and their request that I
look at all of this through the lens of
what has happened here and what
the rationale may be for Ms. Tang’s
cooperation and her treatment,” he
said.
“The statute says I shall not order commitment unless the person
is mentally ill … and that discharge
would create a likelihood of serious
harm or that … failure to retain her
in the strict custody would create
a likelihood of serious harm. And
I think in those respects the Commonwealth has not met its burden.”
Tang and Styke did not respond
to requests to comment for this article.
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Anna L. Tang listens as defense attorney Robert A. George argues that
she should not be committed to a mental institution. The prosecution
presented no testimony or evidence in favor of such commitment, he
said.

Ronald L. Rivest
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All cut teams live on as clubs
Cut sports turn to alumni, club fees to stay afloat
Varsity cuts, from Page 1
Club Wrestling (and former varsity) Coach Thomas Layte said that
the team is supported by alumni,
with the only serious issue being
the lack of some facilities access,
such as laundry and medical facilities.
The Alpine Skiing team is also
primarily supported by alumni. An
unexpected benefit of the financial
attachment is bonding between
alumni and skiers, said team member Jillian R. Reddy ’11.
“We are trying to foster a community. When we were varsity, we
never really talked to [alumni].
Now we’ve all been in contact
with those people, which is cool,”
she said. Reddy was quick to add
that raising funds was “the biggest
issue we have.” The operational
costs of the Alpine Skiing team is
$10,000–12,000 per year, and although DAPER allowed the team
to continue using its equipment,
the helmets and speed suits are
wearing down and will be expensive to replace.
Brandt said that the team’s expenditures as a club are less than
they were as a varsity sport; as a
result, members supply their own
equipment and only bring trainers
to games, but DAPER still indirectly helps the team.
“There are hidden costs like
maintaining the ice and Zamboni
that DAPER still bears,” he said. He
also added that the team does not
have to pay for ice access, which

would be a considerable expense.
“We also reach out to [alumni]
through newsletters and updates
— as a 106-year-old program with
400 living alumni, we’re trying to
build a strong sense of community,” he explained.
Kristen D. Watkins ’11, one of
the Women’s Gymnastics captains,
said that DAPER also bears some
expenses for gymnastics.
“We are still allowed to use the
[training] facility, and MIT kept
all of our equipment, which has
been an incredible help. We are so
thankful that DAPER kept our gym,
because without that I don’t think
we could really have a club team at
all,” she said.
By sending a newsletter to
alumni, the golf team was able to
procure money for this season.
Golf Team President Nicholas C.
Swenson ’12 credits golf alumnus
Paul Rudovsky ’66, who had previously sponsored the construction of MIT’s indoor golf training
course and a refurbishment of the
weight room, for being a driving
force for keeping the team alive
with his support.

Managing the team
With their varsity status gone,
none of the new club teams had a
management structure in place to
allow them function independently as the changes required. The
change “adds a whole new aspect
to being on a team,” and places a
lot of responsibilities on the players, said Swenson.

“We are solely in charge of the
finances we make, the decisions,
what we spend money on, that sort
of thing,” he said.
The new responsibilities were
also mentioned by Watkins, who,
along with her co-captain on the
Women’s Gymnastics team, has a
whole new set of duties to fulfill.
Before, she said, captains just had
to lead the team and participate in
a couple of traditions. “Now,” she
said, “the captains are scheduling all the meets, talking to all the
coaches, managing all the money,
buying all the equipment that we
need...it’s not that much more
work for the average team member,
but for the captains it’s a significant
amount of work.”
Brandt runs his team with the
help of a core group of about three
people. He believes that this leadership core should take on the brunt
of the responsibility associated
with managing all logistical aspects
of the team. While he admitted that
sharing leadership tasks requires a
bigger time commitment for more
team members, Brandt also said
that he did not want to place too
much of a burden on any one person in fear of scaring players away
with extra responsibilities.
Some teams are seeing benefits
from DAPER’s lack of involvement
in their activities. Flexibility in
schedule is one of these advantages. For instance, the wrestling team
now only competes on weekends,
which has been a goal of Layte’s for
a while. “We’re not pulling kids out

ethan a. solomon—The Tech

The MIT Golf team makes use of the Paul Rudovsky Indoor Training
Room for practice.
of classes during the week,” he explained.
“One thing that has surprised
me is that … because we’ve been
able to raise all our own money,
we have control over it, and we can
make more decisions pertaining
to what we do, what tournaments
we play in, where we go, if we do
a spring break trip, that kind of
thing,” said Swenson.
Vsevolod M. Ivanov ’14, a member of the Men’s Gymnastics team,
believes that flexibility of practice
times is a nice plus. Jacob T. Shapiro ’11, another a member of the
Men’s Gymnastics team, also liked
the added freedom that came with
managing money, mentioning that
players could spend “more than
five dollars per meal now.”
According to Brandt, the Men’s
Hockey team actually has more
scheduled games than it did as a
varsity team. On a more personal
level, Brandt also enjoys the leadership experience he has gained
from helping run the team. “I’ve
probably learned more from running the club hockey team than I
have in anything else I’ve done at
MIT,” he explained.
“The number of day-to-day
challenges with delegating and
leading your peers … has been a
huge learning experience for me.”

Looking towards the future

eric swenson

Nicholas C. Swenson ’12 reads the green during a 2009 match. Today, the golf team continues as a club
sport after losing its varsity status almost two years ago.

ethan a. solomon—The Tech

The MIT Men’s Hockey team prepares for a game against Merrimack on Tuesday evening.

Many of the athletes show pessimism regarding whether their
respective teams will ever return
to varsity status. Reddy doesn’t expect to see any of the club sports
getting reinstated. Leger, who
thinks that the requirements DAPER set for possible reinstatements
are “exceedingly high,” doesn’t see
a way of coming back unless MIT
re-funds the programs. Watkins
said that she would be “really surprised” if her team was brought
back.
Brandt is more hopeful than
his counterparts. He hopes that as
MIT as a whole recovers from the
economic downturn, money will
return to athletics and some of the
sports will be reconsidered.
While Shapiro believes that
gymnastics as a sport needs more
varsity programs due to its dwindling number of collegiate varsity
teams, he acknowledged that it will
be “very tough” for MIT gymnastics
to get reinstated.
Wrestling attempted to return
as a varsity sport last year, but was
eventually denied status even after securing a donor to fund the
$1 million endowment. Although
the donor stayed committed to
the payment even as it increased
to $1.6 million, DAPER ultimately
decided that no amount of money
was enough to sustain the wrestling team.
“I felt like the administration,
they lied. When they cut the programs, they told every student
athlete, they told the community
when they sent out that e-mail on
their webpage, that [the programs]
were cut for budgetary reasons.
And we had someone that was go-

ing to give us the money, and they
changed their tune,” said Layte.
“When you look at it historically, our roster numbers were
incredibly low,” Soriero explained
when questioned about the decision. “[Wrestling] really wasn’t a
program we felt was healthy. To
endow a program in perpetuity,
which an endowment would do …
if we’re going to support a program
at that level, it should be a program
of excellence. And we weren’t
there.” She was quick to point out
that the decision wasn’t just about
the money.
Reinstating a program would require a “very thoughtful analysis of
[their] health and vitality,” according to Soriero. She expressed doubt
that MIT would want to go back to
supporting 41 varsity teams.

Moving On
A year and a half after the cuts,
Soriero has come to grips with the
criticisms from the MIT community. To her, such outcry is part of
making hard decisions — it comes
with the territory.
“I know what we had to do and
I know why we had to do it, and I
have to live with the decision,” she
said.
“Criticism will come with it, I
understand that. And I have to accept it.”
As the teams played on, athletes have had time to reflect on
the decision and its effect on MIT’s
image. Most athletes feel that the
cuts were much more upsetting to
the MIT community than the outside world. “I think that they were
done at a time where a number
of schools were making cuts … it
was part of a bigger context,” said
Brandt.
While Shapiro recognizes the
context in which cuts were made,
he still believes that the public may
have held MIT more accountable
than students realize. “In general
the public holds MIT to a higher
standard,” he explained. He claims
that people he told about the cuts
felt that if MIT couldn’t find a solution, no one could.
Sugaya believes that most students, including him, have less
trust now in how DAPER is run.
Alex Jiang ’11, pistol team manager, felt that the number of sports
MIT had before was refreshing.
“The thing about varsity sports
was it wasn’t for the sports and to
win and do well in competition,”
she said.
“It’s more because we have such
a diverse student body and with so
many different interests. It was nice
that there were so many different
sports that were available.”
Although distressed initially
from the cuts, Swenson has come
to grips with the decision. “Looking back on it, it’s a decision they
had to make,” he reflects. “Having
41 teams in a recession and trying
to float that kind of budget is a little
absurd. So from their point of view,
I can completely understand why
Varsity cuts II, Page 15
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Most cut sports hopeful for continued success
Varsity cuts II, from Page 14
they had to do it.”
Shapiro and Ivanov are ready to
move on as well. “We did as much
as we could to try to prevent the
cut. Given that we’ve been cut,
we’re doing the best that we can
with what we got, and I think we’re
doing pretty well,” said Shapiro.
Ivanov added that “it is what it is”
and that the team will slowly work
toward getting back varsity status.
For now, some of the eight teams
are still adjusting to their new status. Reddy will not consider the
transition process to be complete
until the team raises enough money to place in a savings account.
But, she believes that they are in
“a good place to continue.” Brandt
would also like to raise enough
money so that the team wouldn’t
have to worry about funding on a
season-by-season basis.
Layte is not satisfied being a
club team. His goal is to increase
the numbers of the wrestling team
and try to get reinstated as a varsity
team again. “We’re not done, by
any means,” he said defiantly.
The pistol team is pretty much
fully transitioned, said Jiang, adding that things are almost back to
the way they were in varsity. Sugaya
even added that the team is shooting better this year than last year.
As a club team, the pistol team did
well at the 2010 National Championships, placing second in two
team events and naming several
All-Americans and individual winners. The team was featured in this
week’s Boston Globe Magazine.
Other teams are seeing comparable success. The Wrestling team
won its first national title in 2010,
and the Men’s Hockey team is currently second in their division.
Although the Golf team did not
qualify for nationals this year, they

have had the opportunity to host
an event at The International Golf
Club, which Swenson described as
“an extremely prestigious course.”

Every team is here to stay, in
one form or another. Despite the
differences in every situation, every team expressed a desire to

not only continue, but excel. Like
getting up after losing a wrestling
bout, stumbling down a ski slope,
or being checked into the boards,

the athletes are ready to move on
the next match, bout, or competition.
After all, it’s what they do.

David somach ’11

The MIT Alpine Skiing team competed at Cranmore in January 2010. The Ski team was one of the eight sports which lost its varsity status in
spring of 2009.
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The Red Sox are back

Why the Sox have a great season in store
By Zach Hynes
sports writer

Welcome back. For some of you, this has
been a four-month hibernation from reading
or thinking about professional baseball. I’ve
kept tabs on all of you. In Dallas, you despaired
for the plight of Tony Romo, agonized over
Wade Phillips, and fell back in love with Jason
Garrett. In Alabama, you invested your life savings in a Cam Newton legal defense fund and
vowed to take those bureaucrats at the NCAA
to the Supreme Court over Newton’s eligibility, if it came to that. In Green Bay, you went to
your neighborhood Packer shrine and thanked
the Cheesehead gods for giving you a general
manager with the guts to say “no” to Brett Favre
and “yes” to Aaron Rodgers when it came down
to it in 2008. In New England, you thought that
this year was going to be better than the 18-1
2007 season, until it wasn’t.
It’s time to wake up and see the light. The
entire baseball landscape has changed, and for
Boston, the future seems much, much brighter.
Red Sox fans can re-characterize every single
offseason transaction in terms of its overwhelming benefits to the Red Sox. Don’t think
so? Let’s take a look, in chronological order.
1. The Tigers sign Victor Martinez: This
move frees up money for future Red Sox acquisitions. See (2) and (3).
2. Red Sox trade for, agree to long-term deal
with 1B Adrian Gonzalez: Red Sox get the best
human (non-Pujols) first baseman in the National League
3. Red Sox sign CF Carl Crawford: Red Sox
take one of the Rays’ top players.
4. Phillies sign P Cliff Lee: Yankees don’t get
Cliff Lee.
5. Royals trade Zack Greinke to Milwaukee
Brewers: Now, the Red Sox can rest the regulars
for all three games of a weekend series against
the Royals.
6. Yankees sign Rafael Soriano: The Rays
lose their closer, and the Yankees’ owners are
one step closer to losing the disgruntled general manager who brought them Robinson Cano
and Phil Hughes, not to mention the dynasty
of the 90s.

Now, it’s time for spring training. This is
the occasion when many New Englanders,
like birds in some alternate universe, migrate
south for the spring (or just a week, depends
on how much school the kids can miss and
get away with it) to watch the players practice.
The concept of fans attending spring training is
confusing to even the best and brightest. Drew
Barrymore, in the Red Sox-centric 2004 movie
“Fever Pitch”, asks if spring training means that
fans actually get to practice with the players.
No, that’s not spring training; that is Red Sox
Fantasy Camp, where men past their baseball
primes live out their baseball dreams by paying
thousands of dollars for a few days of instruction from Red Sox old-timers. While repeated
attempts to reach Allen Iverson’s Turkish interpreter for comment failed, A.I., the legendary
guard for the basketball team Besiktas Cola
Turka who also had some stints in the NBA,
would have surely frowned upon the notion
of spring “practice”. As Iverson once said, “ …
we’re talking about practice, man. How silly is
that?”
A family vacation to Fort Myers, Florida, is a
great excuse for Red Sox-crazy dads and moms
across New England to indulge their Red Sox
obsession. The variety of ways you can spend
your time at spring training is stunning. Given
a full 10-hour day at the park, you could watch
batting practice for four hours, fielding practice for three hours, and pitching practice for
three hours. Alternatively: batting practice for
three hours, fielding practice for four hours, and
pitching practice for three hours. I can’t remember all the other ways at the time of this writing,
but please contact me directly if interested.
In reality, spring training is a time when
fans go to watch the players and collectively
build up their expectations for the season, and
this will never be the case more so than this
year at Red Sox spring training. Even from the
perspective of unbiased observers, the Red Sox
had a superlative offseason, and spring training will be a joyous time for all. Truly, all is well,
until Carl Crawford tears his ACL, Jacoby Ellsbury breaks his ribs, and Jonathan Papelbon
blows his first save on Opening Day, April 8,
against the New York Yankees.

Sports SHorts

MIT Men’s and
Women’s Track
and Field take the
win in a tri-meet

Women’s
Basketball loses
in overtime to
Wellesley College

The men’s and women’s track and
field teams competed in a tri-meet
against Williams and Moravian on Saturday. Both teams took first
place by a wide margin.
The men won nine of
their eighteen events to
beat runner-up Williams
by 76.5 points. Kyle J. Hannon ’11 led the Engineers with two individual wins, in the 1000 meter and 1 mile
runs; Patrick K. Marx ’13, David H. Way
’13, and Paul D. Welle ’11 also had individual wins. Kenneth B. Cooper ’13 won
in shot put, and the team also took first
place every relay event.
On the women’s side, Portia M. Jones
’12 dominated the meet with four individual wins, scoring over a sixth of MIT’s
total points. She set an Institute record
in the 55 meter dash (7.37s), and qualified for NCAA Nationals in the 55 meter
hurdles.
Karin E. Fisher ’11 also qualified for
Nationals in the pole vault with a height
of 12-9.50 feet, another MIT record.
Jamie L. Simmons ’12 had a win in
the 600 meter, and Louise E. van den
Heuvel ’14 added two wins in distance
events.
MIT will compete in two events next
weekend, hosting the Coed Invitational
and competing at Boston University in
the Valentine’s Meet.
David Zhu, Sports Editor

The women’s basketball team faced
Wellesley College on Saturday, losing
59-51 in overtime. The contest was an
away game for the Engineers, but was played at
Babson College because
of a leaking roof at Wellesley’s gym.
Wellesley built a 13-6
advantage midway through the opening frame. MIT narrowed the gap to two
on three occasions, the last at 18-16, but
the Blue entered halftime with a 24-19
lead.
The second half was a back-andforth battle, with eight ties and seven
lead changes. MIT answered Wellesley’s
8-0 run with an 11-2 run of their own to
establish its largest lead of the night (4744) with 3:14 to go.
MIT had a two-point lead with 36
seconds to go. Wellesley was unsuccessful on its next possession and was forced
to foul with 13 seconds left. On the ensuing in-bounds, Wellesley fouled the Engineers with 11 seconds left. A missed
first attempt on the one-and-one was
rebounded, leading to the tying layup.
The Blue carried the momentum
into overtime, capitalizing on the Engineers losing two key starters to fouls.
Wellesley held MIT without a field goal
in the extra session, closing with a 9-1
run for the 59-51 victory.
Mindy Brauer, DAPER Staff

upcoming home events
Tuesday, February 8
Men’s Volleyball vs. Endicott College

7 p.m., Rockwell Cage

